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Recap: Hierarchies on GPUs

Core

device: GPU

PCIe

streaming multiprocessor (SM)

thread / vector

block of threads / gang

grid (kernel)

Device

…

Host

SM-1

Shared 

Mem

Registers

L1

L2

Global Memory

CPU CPU Mem

Host Host Memory

SM-n

Shared 

Mem

Registers

L1

logical hierarchyexecution model memory model

Vector, worker, gang mapping is compiler dependent.

registers

instruction cache

hardware/ software cache
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Recap: OpenACC Basics

 Iterative development process (basic) + compiler feedback

1. Offload compute-intensive kernel(s) to GPU (kernels, parallel loop)

2. Enable managed memory (if data movement is not working out of the box) for 

automatic data transfers (managed compiler flag)

3. Run your code and verify that your results are correct 

(execution might be very slow)

4. Use profiler to figure out where data was (automatically) moved

5. Implement data movement manually correspondingly 

(copy, copyin, copyout, data, enter data, exit data)

Disable managed memory (if enabled, all data clauses will be ignored)

6. Optimize data movement step by step (moving data copying out  soon)

You can nest data clauses: inner data clauses will not trigger data 

movement if data is present on GPU
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Agenda

 Introduction to GPGPUs

 Motivation & Overview

 General Concepts: Offloading, Creating Parallelism, Memory Management

 OpenACC Basics

 Motivation & Overview

 Offload Regions

 Data Management

 Comparison of OpenACC & OpenMP Device Constructs

 OpenACC Advanced

 Latency Hiding & Occupancy

 Launch Configuration & Loop Schedules

 [Maximize Global Memory Throughput]

 [Caching & Tiling]

 [GPU-CPU interaction]

 [Interoperability with CUDA & GPU Libraries]

 Heterogeneous Computing

 [Multiple GPUs ]
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Single Instruction Multiple 

Threads (SIMT)

 Working units: Warps

Warp = group of 32 threads

 For each thread, program counter and call stack

 But “convergence optimizer” groups threads which are executing same code

 At any given clock cycle, CUDA cores execute same instruction for all active 

threads

 Single instruction, multiple threads  SIMT architecture

 Comparison to SIMD

 SIMT is a multi-threaded approach

 All threads process data in their own registers (e.g. no explicit packing)

 Note: Warp information needed for performance, not correctness

…

t0 t1 t31

…

t32 t63

…

warp

Note: SIMT model in GPUs previous to 

Volta: only one program counter and 

call stack per warp (not per thread).
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Latency hiding

 Recap: data needs to be fetched from gmem

 High bandwidth (throughput-oriented architecture), but high latencies

 Hardware operation

 Instructions are issued in order

 Thread execution stalls when one of the operands isn’t ready

 GMEM latency: ~400 cycles (Volta)

 Arithmetic latency: ~4 cycles (Volta)

 Main concept: hide latencies

Switching threads

(need enough parallelism)

Independent instructions

from same thread/ warp
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Latency hiding

 Hiding arithmetic latency

 Need ~4 warps (128 threads) per SM

 Or, independent instructions from the same 

warp

 Maximizing global memory throughput

 Gmem throughput depends on the access pattern, and word size

 Need enough memory transactions in flight to saturate the bus

Independent loads & stores from the same

thread (mult. elements)

Loads and stores from different threads 

(many threads)

Larger word sizes can also help (“vectors”)

x = a + b;//~4 cycles

y = a + c;//independent

//can start any time

// stall

z = x + d;//dependent

//must wait for compl.
Source: Volkov2010

float a0= src[id];

// no latency stall

float a1= src[id+blockDim.x];

// stall

dst[id]= a0;

dst[id+blockDim.x]= a1;

// Note, threads don’t stall

// on memory access 
Source: Volkov2010

e.g.
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Occupancy

 How much “parallelism”?

 Occupancy (per SM) =  
active warps

max. supported active warps

 Occupancy limiters

 E.g., unbalanced workloads

 Shared resources: registers, shared memory

 Device capabilities: thread blocks, warps
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Technical Specifications CC 7.0

Maximum x-dimension of a 

grid of thread blocks
231-1

Maximum x- or y-dimension 

of a block
1024

Maximum number of threads 

per block
1024

Maximum number of resident 

blocks per multiprocessor
32

Maximum number of resident 

warps per multiprocessor
64

Maximum number of resident 

threads per multiprocessor
2048

Number of 32-bit registers per 

multiprocessor
64 K

Maximum number of 32-bit 

registers per thread block
64 K

Maximum number of 32-bit 

registers per thread
255

Maximum amount of shared 

memory per multiprocessor
96 KB

Maximum amount of shared 

memory per thread block
96 KB

Occupancy – Example 1

 Assumption

 Kernel uses 128 32-bit registers 

per thread

 Limiter: registers

 Technical specification

 Max 2048 threads per SM

 64K per SM

 Occupancy

 Active threads: 64K/128 = 512 threads

 512/2048 = 0.25 occupancy
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Technical Specifications CC 7.0

Maximum x-dimension of a 

grid of thread blocks
231-1

Maximum x- or y-dimension 

of a block
1024

Maximum number of threads 

per block
1024

Maximum number of resident 

blocks per multiprocessor
32

Maximum number of resident 

warps per multiprocessor
64

Maximum number of resident 

threads per multiprocessor
2048

Number of 32-bit registers per 

multiprocessor
64 K

Maximum number of 32-bit 

registers per thread block
64 K

Maximum number of 32-bit 

registers per thread
255

Maximum amount of shared 

memory per multiprocessor
96 KB

Maximum amount of shared 

memory per thread block
96 KB

Occupancy – Example 2

 Assumption

 Kernel uses 64 Bytes of SMEM 

per thread

 Limiter: shared memory

 Technical specification

 Max 2048 threads per SM

 96KB per SM

 Occupancy

 Active threads: 96KB/64B = 1536 threads

 1536/2048 = 0.75 occupancy
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Technical Specifications CC 7.0

Maximum x-dimension of a 

grid of thread blocks
231-1

Maximum x- or y-dimension 

of a block
1024

Maximum number of threads 

per block
1024

Maximum number of resident 

blocks per multiprocessor
32

Maximum number of resident 

warps per multiprocessor
64

Maximum number of resident 

threads per multiprocessor
2048

Number of 32-bit registers per 

multiprocessor
64 K

Maximum number of 32-bit 

registers per thread block
64 K

Maximum number of 32-bit 

registers per thread
255

Maximum amount of shared 

memory per multiprocessor
96 KB

Maximum amount of shared 

memory per thread block
96 KB

Occupancy – Example 3

 Assumption

 Kernel is launched with 32 threads

per block (“block size”)

 Limiter: warps (block size)

 Technical specification

 Max 2048 threads per SM

 32 active blocks per SM

 Occupancy

 Active threads: 32*32 = 1024 threads

 1024/2048 = 0.5 occupancy

 More examples
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Block Size Active Threads Occupancy

16 512 0.25

32 1024 0.5

64 2048 1

128 4096 (2048) 1
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Occupancy

 Low occupancy: indication for poor instruction issue efficiency

 Not able to hide latencies

 Needed occupancy depends on code

 100% is not necessarily needed  for max performance

 Rule of thumb: aim for 66% occupancy

 Hints

 More independent work per thread  less occupancy is needed

 Memory-bound codes tend to need more occupancy

 E.g., several simultaneous kernel launches can increase utilization

 NVIDIA Profiler gives information on occupancy
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Summary

 GPU does not apply control logic

Waiting on arithmetic operations or memory accesses cause stalls

 Latency hiding by switching threads

 Needs enough parallelism

 Occupancy as indicator for “enough parallelism”

 Limiters could be: registers, shared memory, thread blocks
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Hands-On

 Kernel performance analysis and optimization

 Use the NVIDIA Profiler’s Guided Analysis to investigate performance limiters 

of the code

 Read about shared memory (slide 111 - 113)

 Tile nested loops

 Follow TODOs in GPU/exercises/task3

 Optional

 Read slides 110 – 122 (Launch 

Configuration & Loop Schedules)

 Apply different launch configurations

and loop schedules

 Investigate performance differences

Exercise 

2.5
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Lab Results

Hardware Version Runtime [s]

2x Intel Skylake

(48 cores)
OpenMP

6.18

NVIDIA V100 SXM2

(Volta, cc 7.0)

OpenACC-Offload 181.93

OpenACC-Data 3.34

OpenACC-Tuning 2.71

OpenACC-Hetero

(1 GPU + 48 OMP threads)

OpenACC-MultiGPU

(2 GPUs + 48 OMP threads)
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Agenda

 Introduction to GPGPUs

 Motivation & Overview

 General Concepts: Offloading, Creating Parallelism, Memory Management

 OpenACC Basics

 Motivation & Overview

 Offload Regions

 Data Management

 Comparison of OpenACC & OpenMP Device Constructs

 OpenACC Advanced

 Latency Hiding & Occupancy

 Launch Configuration & Loop Schedules

 [Maximize Global Memory Throughput]

 [Caching & Tiling]

 [GPU-CPU interaction]

 [Interoperability with CUDA & GPU Libraries]

 Heterogeneous Computing

 [Multiple GPUs ]
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Launch configuration

 Recap: Threads per block

 How many threads/ blocks to launch?

 OpenACC runtime tries to find good values automatically

Performance portability across different device types possible

 Own tuning may deliver better performance on a certain hardware

 Possible mapping to CUDA terminology (GPUs)compiler-dependent

block  gang warp  worker threads  vector

num_gangs(N) num_workers(N) vector_length(N)

Block Size Active Threads Occupancy

16 512 0.25

32 1024 0.5

64 2048 1

128 4096 (2048) 1
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Launch configuration

 Maximizing global memory throughput

 Example program: increment an array of ~67M elements

• NVIDIA P100 (Pascal)

• ECC on
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Impact of launch configuration (32-bit words)

Be aware: range 0-200 missing
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Launch configuration

 Threads per block: Multiple of warp size (32)

 Threads are always spanned in warps onto resources

 Not used threads are marked as inactive

 Starting point: 128-256 threads/block

Example: 36 threads per block

0 1 2 3 4 … 30 31

active

warp 1

32 33 34 35 36 … 62 63

active inactive

warp 2

idling hardware (per block)
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Directives (in examples): SAXPY
vector_length

int main(int argc, const char* argv[]) {

int n = 10240; float a = 2.0f; float b = 3.0f;

float *x = (float*) malloc(n * sizeof(float)); 

float *y = (float*) malloc(n * sizeof(float)); 

// Initialize x, y

// Run SAXPY TWICE

#pragma acc data copyin(x[0:n])

{

#pragma acc parallel copy(y[0:n]) present(x[0:n]) 

#pragma acc loop

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i){

y[i] = a*x[i] + y[i];

}

// Modify y on host, do not touch x on host

#pragma acc parallel copy(y[0:n]) present(x[0:n])

#pragma acc loop

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i){

y[i] = b*x[i] + y[i];

}

}

free(x); free(y); return 0;

}

vector_length(256)

main:

48, Generating copyin(x[:n])                                                   

50, Generating copy(y[:n])                                                     

Generating present(x[:n])                                                  

Accelerator kernel generated

Generating Tesla code

52, #pragma acc loop gang, vector(128)        

60, Generating copy(y[:n])                                                     

Generating present(x[:n])                                                  

Accelerator kernel generated

Generating Tesla code

62, #pragma acc loop gang, vector(128)

PGI Compiler Feedback

Manual setting:

256 threads per block 

[PGI Compiler]

 Here: #blocks 

chosen by compiler

Manual setting:

256 threads per block 

[PGI Compiler]

 Here: #blocks 

chosen by compiler

vector(256)

Automatically 

chosen by compiler
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Launch configuration

 Blocks per grid: heuristics

 #blocks > #SM

SMs have at least one block to execute

 #blocks / #SM > ~10

SM can concurrently execute up to 32 blocks

Blocks that aren’t waiting in barrier keep hardware busy

Subject to resource availability (registers, smem)

 #blocks > 1000 to scale to future devices

 Launch MANY threads to keep GPU busy!

idle idle…

Counter example

(see earlier slides)
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Directives (in examples): SAXPY
num_gangs

int main(int argc, const char* argv[]) {

int n = 10240; float a = 2.0f; float b = 3.0f;

float *x = (float*) malloc(n * sizeof(float)); 

float *y = (float*) malloc(n * sizeof(float)); 

// Initialize x, y

// Run SAXPY TWICE

#pragma acc data copyin(x[0:n])

{

#pragma acc parallel copy(y[0:n]) present(x[0:n]) 

#pragma acc loop

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i){

y[i] = a*x[i] + y[i];

}

// Modify y on host, do not touch x on host

#pragma acc parallel copy(y[0:n]) present(x[0:n])

#pragma acc loop

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i){

y[i] = b*x[i] + y[i];

}

}

free(x); free(y); return 0;

}

num_gangs(20)

main:

48, Generating copyin(x[:n])                                                   

50, Generating copy(y[:n])                                                     

Generating present(x[:n])                                                  

Accelerator kernel generated

Generating Tesla code

52, #pragma acc loop gang, vector(128)        

60, Generating copy(y[:n])                                                     

Generating present(x[:n])                                                  

Accelerator kernel generated

Generating Tesla code

62, #pragma acc loop gang, vector(128)

PGI Compiler Feedback

gang(20), vector(128)

Automatically chosen by compiler: usually 
by: n/ vector_length  here: 80

Manual setting:

20 thread blocks

[PGI Compiler]

Manual setting:

20 thread blocks

[PGI Compiler]
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Loop Schedules

 How to map loop iterations (work) to logical hierarchy of GPU 

parallelism?

 Iterations  threads, thread blocks  cores, SMs

 Implementation

 Compiler suggests (“default”) loop schedule (if not specified)

 gang, worker, vector, seq can be specified to optimize loop schedules

 Use one or several loop constructs

#pragma acc loop <schedule>
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Directives (in examples): SAXPY
loop schedule

int main(int argc, const char* argv[]) {

int n = 10240; float a = 2.0f; float b = 3.0f;

float *x = (float*) malloc(n * sizeof(float)); 

float *y = (float*) malloc(n * sizeof(float)); 

// Initialize x, y

// Run SAXPY TWICE

#pragma acc data copyin(x[0:n])

{

#pragma acc parallel copy(y[0:n]) present(x[0:n]) 

#pragma acc loop

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i){

y[i] = a*x[i] + y[i];

}

// Modify y on host, do not touch x on host

#pragma acc parallel copy(y[0:n]) present(x[0:n])

#pragma acc loop

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i){

y[i] = b*x[i] + y[i];

}

}

free(x); free(y); return 0;

}

gang vector

main:

48, Generating copyin(x[:n])                                                   

50, Generating copy(y[:n])                                                     

Generating present(x[:n])                                                  

Accelerator kernel generated

Generating Tesla code

52, #pragma acc loop gang, vector(128)        

60, Generating copy(y[:n])                                                     

Generating present(x[:n])                                                  

Accelerator kernel generated

Generating Tesla code

62, #pragma acc loop gang, vector(128)

PGI Compiler Feedback

Also possible to 

set and adapt 

manually
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bsize

0 … n-1

int main(int argc, const char* argv[]) {

int n = 256; int blocks = 4; int bsize = 32;

float *x = (float*) malloc(n * sizeof(float)); 

float *y = (float*) malloc(n * sizeof(float)); 

// Define scalars a, b & initialize x, y

// Run SAXPY TWICE

#pragma acc data copyin(x[0:n])

{

#pragma acc parallel copy(y[0:n]) present(x[0:n])

#pragma acc loop gang

#pragma acc loop vector

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i){

y[i] = a*x[i] + y[i];

} // Change y on host & do second SAXPY on device

}

free(x); free(y); return 0; }

SM SMSM

Loop schedule (in examples)

num_gangs(blocks)
\

all do the same

workshare (w/ barrier)

e.g. int tmp = 5;

Note: Loop schedules are 

implementation dependent.

This representation is one 

(common) example.

workshare (w/o barrier)

SM

32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32

n = 256
n / bsize = 8 blocks (default)

vector_length(bsize)
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 Parallelization of (only) outer loop

 n is strip-mined across threads within blocks 

and thread blocks

 Inner loop: serial per thread (m elements each)

 Only: if sufficient parallelism possible with n

Loop schedules

 Distribution of loop nests to GPU hardware/ hierarchy

#pragma acc parallel 

#pragma acc loop gang vector

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i) {

[#pragma acc loop seq]

for (int j = 0; j < m; ++j) {

// do something

} }

#pragma acc parallel

#pragma acc loop gang

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i) {

#pragma acc loop vector

for (int j = 0; j < m; ++j) {

// do something

} }

 Collapse outer and inner loop to achieve more/ 
sufficient parallelism: n*m

 n*m is strip-mined across threads within blocks 

and thread blocks

 Only possible for tightly-nested loops

 Distribute outer loop across thread blocks

 Distribute inner loop across threads within 

thread blocks

 Potential parallelism of n*m

#pragma acc parallel

#pragma acc loop gang vector collapse(2)

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i) {

for (int j = 0; j < m; ++j) {

// do something

} }
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Loop schedule (in examples)

#pragma acc parallel vector_length(256)

#pragma acc loop gang vector

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i){

// do something

}

#pragma acc parallel vector_length(256)

#pragma acc loop gang vector

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i){

for (int j = 0; j < m; ++j){

// do something

}  }

#pragma acc parallel vector_length(256) num_gangs(16)

#pragma acc loop gang vector

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i){

// do something

} 

Distributes outer loop to n threads on GPU.

Each thread executes inner loop sequentially.

256 threads per thread block
usually ceil(n/256) blocks in grid

Distributes loop to threads on GPU (see 

above). If 16*256 < n, each thread gets 

multiple elements.

256 threads per thread block

16 blocks in grid

Distributes loop to n threads on GPU.

256 threads per thread block
usually ceil(n/256) blocks in grid
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Loop schedule (in examples)

#pragma acc parallel vector_length(256)

#pragma acc loop gang

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i){

#pragma acc loop vector

for (int j = 0; j < m; ++j){

// do something

}  }

#pragma acc kernels

#pragma acc loop gang(100) vector(8)

for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i){

#pragma acc loop gang(200) vector(32)

for (int j = 0; j < m; ++j){

// do something

}  }

Distributes outer loop to GPU multiprocessors 

(block-wise). Distributes inner loop to threads 

within thread blocks.

256 threads per thread block
usually n blocks in grid

With nested loops, specification of 

multidimensional blocks and grids 

possible: use same resource for outer 

and inner loop. 

100 blocks in Y-direction (rows); 

200 blocks in X-direction (columns)

8 threads in Y-dimension of one block; 

32 threads in X-dimension of one block

Total: 8*32=256 threads per thread 

block; 100*200=20,000 blocks in grid

Multidimensional partioning with 
parallel construct only possible in 

v2.0. See tile clause
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Agenda

 Introduction to GPGPUs

 Motivation & Overview

 General Concepts: Offloading, Creating Parallelism, Memory Management

 OpenACC Basics

 Motivation & Overview

 Offload Regions

 Data Management

 Comparison of OpenACC & OpenMP Device Constructs

 OpenACC Advanced

 Latency Hiding & Occupancy

 Launch Configuration & Loop Schedules

 [Maximize Global Memory Throughput]

 [Caching & Tiling]

 [GPU-CPU interaction]

 [Interoperability with CUDA & GPU Libraries]

 Heterogeneous Computing

 [Multiple GPUs ]
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Coalescing

 Coalescing: concept to maximize gmem

throughput

 Recap: memory hierarchy

 Registers

 Shared memory

Very low latency (few 10s of cycles)

Bandwidth (aggregate): ~14 TB/s (V100)

 Global memory

High latency (several 100 cycles)

Bandwidth: 900 GB/s (V100)

 Recap: working units = warps (32 threads)

Device

…

Host

SM-1

Shared 

Mem

Registers

L1

L2

Global Memory

Host Memory

SM-n

Shared 

Mem

Registers

L1
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Coalescing - gmem access

 Caching: loads & stores

 Memory access granularity: 32 Bytes (= 1 sector)

 [Cache management granularity: 128 Bytes]

 Gmem access per warp

 Threads in a warp provide memory addresses

 Determine which lines/sectors are needed

 Request the needed lines/sectors

...
t1 t2 t31threads 0-31, 

4 Byte words

t0 t30

Load: attempt to hit:

L1  L2  gmem

Store: 

L1 write-through, 

L2 write-back
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 Range of accesses

 Address alignment

gmem throughput – coalescing

addresses from

a warp

96 192128 160 224 288256

...

0 32 64 320 352 384 416 448

96 192128 160 224 2882560 32 64 320 352 384 416 448

...

addresses from

a warp

96 192128 160 224 288256

...

0 32 64 320 352 384 416 448

96 192128 160 224 2882560 32 64 320 352 384 416 448

caching loads

coalesced access
 packing data

coalesced access

...

X

5 sectors moved

4 sectors moved

X
X

5 sectors moved

4 sectors moved
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Impact of address alignment

 Misaligned accesses can drop memory throughput

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32

G
B

/s

Offset in 4 byte words

Impact of Address Alignment

Fermi cached

Example program:

• Copy ~67 MB of 

floats

• NVIDIA Tesla 

C2050 (Fermi)

• ECC off

• 256 threads/block
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Summary

 Strive for perfect coalescing

Warp should access within contiguous region

 Align starting address (may require padding)

 Have enough concurrent accesses to saturate the bus

 Process several elements per thread

 Launch enough threads to cover access latency
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Agenda
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 Launch Configuration & Loop Schedules

 [Maximize Global Memory Throughput]

 [Caching & Tiling]

 [GPU-CPU interaction]

 [Interoperability with CUDA & GPU Libraries]

 Heterogeneous Computing

 [Multiple GPUs ]
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Shared memory

 Recap: memory hierarchy

 Registers

 Shared memory

Very low latency (few 10s of cycles)

Bandwidth (aggregate): ~14 TB/s (V100)

 Global memory

High latency (several 100 cycles)

Bandwidth: 900 GB/s (V100)

 Idea: make use of low-latency high-bandwidth

shared mem

 Software cache: Put data manually here

 cache directive (only a compiler hint)

Device

…

Host

SM-1

Shared 

Mem

Registers

L1

L2

Global Memory

Host Memory

SM-n

Shared 

Mem

Registers

L1
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Example: cache clause

 Stencil computation

 “Cache” stencil to reuse data
in next iterations

 Cache clause: hint to compiler what to put into software-managed 
memory

#pragma acc kernels copyout(b[0:N][0:N]) copyin(a[0:N][0:N])

#pragma acc loop gang vector

for (int i = 1; i < N-1; ++i){

#pragma acc loop gang vector

for (int j = 1; j < N-1; ++j){

#pragma acc cache(a[i-1:3][j-1:3])

b[i][j] = (a[i][j-1] + a[i][j+1] +

a[i-1][j] + a[i+1][j]) / 4;

}    }

Accelerator kernel generated

65, #pragma acc loop gang, vector(2) 

Cached references to size

[(y+2)x(x+2)] block of 'a'

67, #pragma acc loop gang, vector(128) 

This slide is based on: NVIDIA Corporation, the Portland Group
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Example: tile clause

 Tile clause: express locality within a loop nest

 Strip-mined data space allows certain optimizations by the compiler

#pragma acc parallel copyout(b[0:N][0:N]) copyin(a[0:N][0:N]) \

tile(16,16)

#pragma acc loop

for (int i = 1; i < N-1; ++i){

for (int j = 1; j < N-1; ++j){

b[i][j] = (a[i][j-1] + a[i][j+1] +

a[i-1][j] + a[i+1][j]) / 4;

}    }
n tile sizes refer to n 

tightly-nested loops 

(here 2); starting from 
innermost loop
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Directives: Caching & Strip-mining

 Cache construct

 Prioritizes data for placement in the highest level of data cache on GPU

 Use at the beginning of the loop or in front of the loop

 Tile clause

 Strip-mines each loop in a loop nest according to the values in expr-list

C/C++
#pragma acc cache(list)

Fortran
!$acc cache(list)

Sometimes the PGI compiler 
ignores the cache construct.

 See compiler feedback

C/C++
#pragma acc loop [<schedule>] tile(expr-list)

Fortran
!$acc loop [<schedule>] tile(expr-list)

1. entry applies to
innermost loop
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GPU-CPU interaction

 Idea: Minimize data transfer size between host and device

 Potential PCI bottleneck (e.g., 16 GB/s PCI BW vs. 900 GB/s gmem BW)

 Concepts

 Copy as little data as possible to/from GPU

 Pinned memory

 Overload data transfers and computations 

(see chapter “Heterogeneous Computing”)
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Pinned Memory

 CPU default: data allocations are pageable

 Use of virtual memory: physical memory pages can be swapped out to disk

When host needs page, it loads it back in from the disk

 No direct access to pageable memory by GPU possible

1. CUDA driver allocates a temporary page-locked (“pinned”) host array

2. Copies host data to pinned array (PCIe transfers occur only using DMA)

3. Transfer data from pinned array to device

4. Delete pinned memory after transfer completion

 Pinned memory = page-locked memory

 Prevents memory from being swapped out to disk

 Avoids cost of transferring between pageable and pinned host arrays

 Improves transfer speeds

 But: reduces amount of physical memory available to OS & other programs

pgcc –ta=tesla:pinned saxpy.c
It’s just a compiler flag 

 Try it out!
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Interoperability with Libraries and CUDA

Application

Libraries
Programming

Languages
Directives

“Drop-in” acceleration High productivity Maximum flexibility

CUBLAS OpenACC CUDA

CUSPARSE

B
a
s
e
d
 o

n
: 
N

V
ID

IA
 C

o
rp

o
ra

ti
o
n

Low-level 

language



OpenACC

Library



OpenACC
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Interoperability

 CUDA and OpenACC both operate on device memory

 Interoperability with (CUDA) libraries

 Interoperability with custom (CUDA) C/C++/Fortran code

 Make device address available on host or in OpenACC code

cudaMalloc(&x, sizeof(float)*n);

// use device pointer x:

// - for library

// - for custom CUDA code

#pragma acc data deviceptr(x)

{

#pragma acc kernels loop

for (int i=0; i<n; i++) {

// work on x[i]

} }

#pragma acc data copy(x[0:n])

{

#pragma acc kernels loop

for (int i=0; i<n; i++) {

// work on x[i]

}

#pragma acc host_data use_device(x)

{

func(x); 

// ..

} }

use device pointer x:

• for library

• for custom CUDA 

code

assume x is 

pointer to device 

memory
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Directives: deviceptr & host_data

 Deviceptr clause

 Declares that pointers in list refer to device pointers that need not be allocated/ 

moved between host and device

 Host_data construct

 Makes the address of device data in list available on the host

 Vars in list must be present in device memory

C/C++
#pragma acc parallel|kernels|data deviceptr(list)

Fortran
!$acc data deviceptr(list)

C/C++
#pragma acc host_data use_device(list)

Fortran
!$acc host_data use_device(list)

!$acc end host_data

only valid clause

background OpenACC
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Summary

 OpenACC is interoperable with CUDA and GPU Libraries

 host_data: device address available on host 

 deviceptr: device address available in OpenACC code
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Heterogeneous Computing

 Heterogeneous Computing

 CPU & GPU are (fully) utilized

 Challenge: load balancing 

 Domain decomposition

 If load is known beforehand, static decomposition

 Exchange data if needed (e.g. halos)

GPU

CPU

matrix vector multiplication
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Asynchronous operations

 Definition

 Synchronous: Control does not return until accelerator action is complete

 Asynchronous: Control returns immediately

 Asynchronicity allows, e.g., 

1. Heterogeneous computing (CPU + GPU)

2. Overlap of PCIe transfers in both directions

3. Overlap of data transfers and computation

4. Simultaneous execution of several kernels 

(if resources are available)

processing flow (simplified)

CPU

GPU

GPU

T
IM

E

idle

compute

CPU

MEMORY

GPU

MEMORY

2* 2*

3*
3*

4*

4*
4*

<num>* Can be executed simultaneously
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Asynchronous operations

 Default: synchronous operations

 Asynchronous operations with async clause

 Kernel execution: kernels, parallel

 Data movement: update, enter data, 

exit data

 Synchronize async operations  wait directive

Wait for completion of an asynchronous activity

#pragma acc kernels async

for (int i=0; i<n; i++) {…}

// do work on host

#pragma acc wait //on GPU
The wait directive 

can also take an 
async clause.

Heterogenity

update host(x[0:n])

update device(x[0:n])

Used to update existing 

data after it has changed 

in its corresponding copy
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Directives: async clause

 Async clause

 Executes parallel | kernels | update|enter data|exit data|wait

operations asynchronously while host process continues with code

 Integer argument (optional) can be seen as CUDA stream number

 Integer argument can be used in a wait directive

 Async activities with same argument: executed in order

 Async activities with diff. argument: executed in any order relative to each 

other

C/C++
#pragma acc <op-see-above> async[(scalar-int-expr)]

Fortran
!$acc <op-see-above> async[(scalar-int-expr)]

OpenACC 2.0: int arg can be
acc_async_sync (sync execution)

acc_async_noval (same stream)

background OpenACC
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Directives: wait

 Wait directive

 Host thread waits for completion of an asynchronous activity

 If integer expression specified, waits for all async activities  with the same value

 Otherwise, host waits until all async activities have completed

 Runtime routines

 int acc_async_test(int): tests for completion of all associated async

activities; returns nonzero value/.true. if all have completed

 int acc_asnyc_test_all(): tests for completion of all async activities

 int acc_async_wait(int): waits for completion of all associated async

activites; routine will not return until the latest async activity has completed

 int acc_async_wait_all(): waits for completion of all asnyc activities

C/C++
#pragma acc wait[(scalar-int-expr)]

Fortran
!$acc wait[(scalar-int-expr)]

OpenACC 2.0: wait clause

available (parallel, 

kernels, update, enter
data, exit data)

background OpenACC
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Directives: Update

 Update executable directive

 Move data from GPU to host, or host to GPU 

 Used to update existing data after it has changed in its corresponding copy 

 Data movement can be conditional or asynchronous

 Update clauses
 list variables are copied from acc to host…………….

 list variables are copied from host to acc……………..

 If cond true, move data to accelerator…………………

 Issues no error when data is not present on device…

 Executes async, see Tuning slides…………………….

 Data movement waits on actions in queue to finish….

 Set certain device type for update………………………

C/C++
#pragma acc update host|device [clauses]

Fortran
!$acc update host|device [clauses]

C/C++, Fortran
host|self(list)

device(list)

if(cond)

if_present

async[(int-expr)]

wait[(int-expr)]

device_type(list)

background OpenACC
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Streams

 Stream = sequence of operations that execute in issue-order on GPU

 Operations in same stream: in order [same int-expr in async clause]

 Operations from different streams: any order relative to each other [different int-

expr in async clauses]

 Idea: Put independent operations in different streams

Tip to disable async:
• Environment variable ACC_SYNCHRONOUS=1

• Use pre-defined int-expr acc_async_sync
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H2D K D2H

Example: Overlap of data transfers 
and computation

 Computations on huge array

 Transfer 1st half of array

 Start computing on this half

while transferring 2nd half,…

#pragma acc data create(A[0:n])

{

#pragma acc update \

device(A[0:n/2]) async(1)

#pragma acc update \

device(A[n/2:n/2]) async(2)

#pragma acc parallel loop async(1)

// compute on A[0:n/2]

#pragma acc parallel loop async(2)

// compute on A[n/2:n/2]

#pragma acc update \

host(A[0:n/2])  async(1)

#pragma acc update \

host(A[n/2:n/2]) async(2)

}

stream 1

stream 2

H2D

H2D

K

K

D2H

D2H

H2D K D2HH2D K D2H

without streams

potential 

runtime 

improvement 

using async

ops
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Example: Kernel Overlap & 
Heterogeneous Computing

#pragma acc parallel loop async(1)

// kernel A

#pragma acc parallel loop async(2)

// kernel B

#pragma acc wait(1,2) async(3)

#pragma acc parallel loop async(3)

// wait(1,2) // alternative to wait directive

// kernel C

#pragma acc parallel loop async(4) wait(3)

// kernel D

#pragma acc parallel loop async(5) wait(3)

// kernel E

#pragma acc wait(1)

// kernel F // on host

Kernel 

A
Kernel 

B

Kernel 

C

Kernel 

D

Kernel 

F

Kernel 

E

Courtesy by J.C. Beyer, Cray Inc.

GPU

CPU

Kernel 

overlap

Kernel 

overlap

Kernel 

overlap

Kernel 

overlap

Kernel 

overlap

Hetero. 

computing
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Summary

 OpenACC default: synchronous operations

 CPU thread waits until OpenACC kernel/ movement is completed

 Asynchronous operations enable:

 Heterogeneous computing (utilizing CPU + GPU)

async clause returns control directly to CPU thread

 Overlapping of kernels (and data transfers)

Specify streams by using int-expressions in async clause

 Synchronization possible by wait directive
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Hands-On

 Heterogeneous computing on CPU & GPU

 Decomposition of the matrix (what is the best distribution?)

 Use async & wait

 Make sure reduction variables are copied back at certain point

 Use OpenMP on host

 Follow TODOs in GPU/exercises/task4

Exercise 

2.6
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Lab Results

Hardware Version Runtime [s]

2x Intel Skylake

(48 cores)
OpenMP

6.18

NVIDIA V100 SXM2

(Volta, cc 7.0)

OpenACC-Offload 181.93

OpenACC-Data 3.34

OpenACC-Tuning 2.71

OpenACC-Hetero

(1 GPU + 48 OMP threads)

2.53

OpenACC-MultiGPU

(2 GPUs + 48 OMP threads)
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Multiple GPUs

 Several GPUs within one compute node

 Can be used within or across processes/ threads

 E.g. assign one device to each CPU thread/ process

#include <openacc.h>

acc_set_device_num(0, acc_device_nvidia);

#pragma acc kernels async

acc_set_device_num(1, acc_device_nvidia);

#pragma acc kernels async

Device-specific tuning of 

clauses possible with
device_type kernel clause.
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#include <openacc.h>

#include <mpi.h>

int myrank;

MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myrank);

int numdev = acc_get_num_devices(acc_device_nvidia);

int devID = myrank % numdev;

acc_set_device_num(devID, acc_device_nvidia); 

Multiple GPUs – OpenMP + MPI

#include <openacc.h>

#include <omp.h>

#pragma omp parallel num_threads(12)

{

int numdev = acc_get_num_devices(acc_device_nvidia);

int devID = omp_get_thread_num() % numdev;

acc_set_device_num(devID, acc_device_nvidia); 

}

OpenMP

MPI
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Directives: Multiple Devices

 Multi GPU (or device) setup
 int acc_get_num_devices(acc_device_t): returns number of device of type

 void acc_set_device_num(int,acc_device_t): sets device number of type

 int acc_get_device_num(acc_device_t): returns device number of type

 void acc_set_device_type(acc_device_t): type for offload region

 acc_device_t acc_get_device_type(): returns device type for next offload 

region

 Device-specific clause tuning: device_type or dtype

 Takes accelerator architecture name or an asterisk: tuning for this device

 Clauses belong to dtype that follow it up to the end or another dtype

 Can applied for: parallel, kernels, loop, update, routine

C/C++
#pragma acc <op> device_type(device-type list) (clauses)

#pragma acc <op> device_type(*) (clauses)

Fortran
!$acc <op> device_type(device-type list) (clauses)

!$acc <op> device_type(*) (clauses)
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#pragma acc update host \

( s_buf[0:size] )

MPI_Send(s_buf,size,MPI_CHAR,

n-1,tag,MPI_COMM_WORLD);

 Multiple GPUs across nodes

 Use MPI for communication

 Use update for a up-to-date version on the 

before sending over

CPU

MEMORY

GPU

MEMORY

CPU

MEMORY

GPU

MEMORY

MPI_Recv(r_buf,size,MPI_CHAR,

0,tag,MPI_COMM_WORLD,&stat);

#pragma acc update device \

(r_buf[0:size] )

MPI rank n-1

Multiple GPUs – MPI 

MPI rank 1
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Summary

 OpenACC can use several devices

Within one node: acc_set_device_num to handle GPU affinity

 Across nodes: use MPI
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Hands-On

 Extend the heterogeneous version 

to use 2 GPUs within one compute 

node (w/o MPI)

 Decomposition of the matrix

 Use acc_set_device_num to 

differentiate between the GPUs

 Use enter data and exit data

to move initial data to the GPUs

 Use  update for CPU – GPU halo 

exchange

 Think about correct synchronization

 Follow TODOs in GPU/exercises/task5

GPU 0

CPU

0

15184

15185

16383

…
..

GPU 1

7593

…

7592

Exercise 

2.7
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Lab Results

Hardware Version Runtime [s]

2x Intel Skylake

(48 cores)
OpenMP

6.18

NVIDIA V100 SXM2

(Volta, cc 7.0)

OpenACC-Offload 181.93

OpenACC-Data 3.34

OpenACC-Tuning 2.71

OpenACC-Hetero

(1 GPU + 48 OMP threads)

2.53

OpenACC-MultiGPU

(2 GPUs + 48 OMP threads)

1.30
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Summary on OpenACC

 Easily enables running applications on GPUs

 Parallel regions and loop constructs for offloading work

 Data region and clauses for data movement

 Tuning possible

 Asynchronous operations

 Interoperability with low-level kernels or CUDA libraries

 Loop schedules & launch configurations

 Caching & strip-mining

 General GPU optimizations should be applied

 Coalescing,…

 Future? OpenACC or/and OpenMP?


